The calculation of recent crustal movements and the associated crustal deformation rely on a suitable interpolation of geodetic measurements with repetition cycles of years or decades and modern GPS permanent networks. A common interpolation methods is the least-square collocation (LSC). LSC requires some a priori assumptions about the characteristics of the velocity field, that is, stocasticity in Moritz's definition of LSC. We present a novel approach, called adaptative LSC (ALSC) to the interpolation of non-stochastic fields, which encompass the traditional LSC and the block model as special cases. This modified collocation method is based on the empirical estimation of a anisotropic and inhomogeneous covariance function of the interpolated field. The method has been tested on synthetic data that simulate geodetic measurements over a triple plate junction and with real data from precise levelling measurements over the Swiss Alps. In both cases, ALSC gave better and more stable results, compared to LSC and other interpolation methods, such as smoothed splines.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Least-squares collocation (LSC) is a generalized estimation method that has been applied successfully to the interpolation of potential field anomalies (Kaula 1963; Moritz 1978) , and to the solution of various problems in physical geodesy (Moritz 1970a (Moritz ,b, 1980 . LSC can be generalized to arbitrary data as a purely analytical approximation method (Grafarend 1976) . Recently, LSC has been used to estimate crustal deformation fields from GPS measurements (e.g. Cocard et al. 1999; Kahle et al. 1995 Kahle et al. , 1999 Kahle et al. , 2000 .
LSC is based on the minimization of the mean squared error (MMSE). We refer to Table 1 for mathematical notations. The mean squared error with respect to a Q-norm is defined as:
where ε =x − x is the difference between a measured field x and its estimatex at the measurement points, and Q is a positive definite matrix (i.e. v T Qv > 0 for any non-zero vector v). Two distinct approaches to the minimization of eq. (1) have been proposed by Moritz (1970a) and Krarup (1969) . Moritz's approach assumes a stochastic field, allowing an empirical choice of Q, whereas * Now at: the Institute for Rock Magnetism, University of Minnesota, 291
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Krarup's approach does not make restrictive assumptions about the field. On the other hand, it does not provide any physical criterion to fix a suitable Q-norm for the error estimation. Sansò (1980) demonstrated that Krarup's and Moritz's approaches are equivalent under the assumption of rotational invariance of the MMSE. Following his results, a linear estimator of a general field x(r) measured at N points r 1 . . . r N is:
and eq. (1) is satisfied under rotational invariance when:
where X is the covariance function of x(r). The classic LSC solution: Under this assumption, and if n and s are uncorrelated, eq. (4) becomes:
The long-range term t is usually inferred from a physical law or empirically by fitting the data with a model function. If LSC is applied on sufficiently small regions, t(r) can be approximated adequately by a polynomial. The choice of t determines the statistical properties of s, and does not necessarily guarantee its stocasticity. In the calculation of crustal deformation fields, t(r) may be identified with regional tectonic movements, and s(r) with local effects produced by small-scale deformations. The observational error n includes the measurement error δx, as well as spurious non-tectonic movements h(r) of the measurement points due to local disturbances (e.g. anthropogenic effects). The distinction between t(r), s(r) and h(r) is somewhat arbitrary, since it is based on what is known about t(r) and on the expected statistical properties of s(r) and h(r). In the analysis of recent crustal movements (RCM), t(r) is related to known tectonic structures. An example is the so-called block model, where the Earth's crust is divided into units, (the plates), separated by faults (e.g. McKlusky et al. 2001; Chen et al. 2004) . The crustal strain is concentrated along the plate boundaries. On the other hand, a strain field over a homogeneous region (e.g. t = 0) has been assumed successfully in many studies (McKenzie & Jackson 1986) . In regions with a intermediate-scale, complex tectonic behaviour, such as the Alps, it is difficult to find an adequate model for t (r) .
In this paper we assume that t(r) is a fully unknown field. In order to deal with the superposition of a long-and a short-range term, a new LSC interpolation method is presented, which does not require a predefined model for t(r).
I N H O M O G E N E O U S , A N I S O T R O P I C L E A S T -S Q U A R E S C O L L O C A T I O N
The general form of a LSC solution is given by eq. (4), whereby the covariance matrices are unknown. The covariance function of a non-stochastic field in its most general form is inhomogeneous (e.g. Rummel & Schwarz 1977) and anisotropic (e.g. Morrison 1977) . Hence, the covariance function T (r A , r B ) of t(r) is inhomogeneous and anisotropic, since the covariance function S(r AB ) of s(r) depends by definition only upon the distance r AB = |r A − r B | between two points. With eqs (2)-(4) we introduce following estimates of t(r) and s(r):
C tt and Ct t are the inhomogeneous covariance matrices of t(r), and C ss is the homogeneous, isotropic covariance matrix of s(r). Accordingly, the gradient of t(r) is given by:
Consider the limit case of a crust divided into K pseudo-rigid plates that move relative to each other. In this case, ∇t(r) is small within the plates and large along the boundaries. The resulting nonhomogeneity of t(r) shall be taken into account by following covariance function of t(r):
where f (r ) ≥ 0 is a positive, monotonically decreasing function of r ≥ 0 with
and σ 2 t is the variance of t(r). Furthermore, r ik is the kth measurement point within the ith block, r t > 0 is a scaling factor, called correlation length, and . is the norm in a metric defined by:
where δ i j = 1 if i = j and δ i j = 0 else, and 0 ≤ ρ < 1 is a rigidity parameter. The model (8) has two limit cases, depending on the value of ρ. If ρ = 0 the correlation function is homogeneous and isotropic, a feature expected if there are no fault zones. On the other hand, if ρ → 1, r A − r B coincides with the geometric distance if the points A and B belong to the same block, and r A − r B → ∞ if A and B belong to different blocks. Accordingly, T (r ik , r jl ) = σ 2 t if i = j and T (r ik , r jl ) = 0 else. The derivative of T (r ik , r jl ) is zero for i = j, so that there is no strain within the plates. Thus, eq. (8) with ρ → 1 describes a model with totally rigid plates and shear zones of thickness r t (1 − ρ) → 0, where the velocity of the ith plate is a weighted mean of the measured velocities of all points within that plate. Intermediate solutions with semi-rigid plates and shear zones on non-zero thickness are obtained using 0 < ρ < 1 (Fig. 2) . This example shows how the covariance function of an inhomogeneous field t(r) is related to its gradient ∇t(r). The inhomogeneity of t(r) can be taken into account by 'uncoupling' regions of the crust that are separated by a high gradient zone, mimicking the mechanical uncoupling across a fault. The mathematic counterpart of the 'uncoupling' of two regions is a change in the metric of the plane, as obtained with eq. (9). In the following we present a generalization of eq. (9) that is suitable for any inhomogeneous field t(r).
A first estimate of the crustal strain is obtained with LSC and some starting assumptions about T (r A , r B ). Highly strained regions are characterized by large values of |∇t(r)|. Hence, ∇t(r) is used to define an appropriate coordinate transformation that increases the distance between points where the strain rate is high. This coordinate transformation defines a new metric that is used to calculate a better model for T (r A , r B ) using eq. (8). The new T (r A , r B ) allows a second estimate of the strain field, and so on. The result is an iterative procedure whose details are specified better in the following.
A first estimate t (1) (r) of t(r) is calculated using eq. (6) and the correlation functions: with initial guesses r
(1) (r) of t (1) (r) is calculated with eq. (7). New coordinates r
(1)
for the measurement and the prediction points are obtained using a coordinate transformation whose gradient matrix is linked to ∇t
(1) (r) as explained in the next section. These new coordinates are used to calculate new covariance matrices C
(2) (r) is used to define a new coordinate transformation and new covariance matrices, which in turn are used for the successive estimate t (3) (r), and so on. The kth iteration is given by:
We call this iterative procedure adaptative LSC, ALSC, because the covariance matrix of the interpolation function is adapted to the specific properties of the interpolated field. A suitable coordinate transformation for ALSC is proposed in Section 3.
C O N S T R U C T I O N O F A C O O R D I N A T E T R A N S F O R M A T I O N F O R A N I N H O M O G E N E O U S M E T R I C
A suitable metric for eq. (8) may be easily defined by calculating the distance between two points with a weighted integral along a path that connects the points. The weighting function should depend on ∇t(r) along the integration path. However, the use of path integrals is computationally expensive, and the calculation of a N × M covariance matrix requires ∼(NM) 2 mathematical operations, instead of the ∼NM operations required for a covariance matrix based on a Euclidian geometry. Thus, an alternative approach that requires only ∼NM operations is presented in the following.
A suitable coordinate transformation can be constructed using a linear combination of elemental operators, each of which affects the metric of a small portion of the plane. We will call dilaton such an elemental operator, in analogy to an atom. A dilaton is a continuous and differentiable vector function D(r, r 0 , u 1 , e 1 , e 2 , γ ) in R 2 that defines a coordinate transformation:
centred in r 0 , with an orientation given by the unit vector u 1 , scaling coefficients e 1 > 0, e 2 > 0, extension γ , and following properties:
where u 1 u 2 = 0 and |u 2 | = 1. According to (13a), a small region of radius <γ around r 0 is stretched along u 1 and u 2 by the factors e 1 and e 2 , respectively. According to eq. (13b), the transformation does not affect the coordinates of points whose distance from r 0 is γ . A simple analytical formulation of the dilaton that satisfies eqs 13(a) and (b) is:
with l = 1, 2. A geometric property of eq. (14) is that a set of circles with radii R, centred in r 0 , is transformed into a set of ellipses, centred in r 0 and with half axes a u 1 and b u 2 , with |a| = R + γ e 1 tanh(R/γ ) and |b| = R + γ e 2 tanh(R/γ ). Examples of coordinate transformations obtained using eqs (12) and (14) are shown in Fig. 3 . The gradient of the coordinate transformation is given by the directional derivative of D along a direction defined by a vector n:
Let us now consider a coordinate transformation obtained by the superposition of N dilaton functions with centres r 1 , . . . , r N , and parameters u 1 , . . . , u N , e 11 , . . . , e N 1 , e 12 , . . . , e N 2 :
According to eq. (15), the derivatives of eq. (15) at the point r j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , along two perpendicular directions defined by the unit vectors
with (17) is an overdetermined set of 4N non-linear equations with 2N unknowns e kl , 1
is the gradient of a continuous and smooth function z(r) at the point r j , (2) ∇z(r + γ u) ≈ ∇z(r) for any unit vector u and (3) the minimum distance between any couple of points (r i , r j ) is ≤γ , then the r j are dense enough to assume
In this case, eq. (17) can be linearized to:
which is still overdetermined. A scalar product of all equations in (18) with d j1 , d j2 gives:
For any two near points r j , r k with |r j − r k | ≤ γ , we can assume
On the other hand, for any two far points r j , r k with |r j − r k | γ , G kjl ≈ 0. With these considerations, all the coefficients of the 2 nd and 3 rd equations of (19) are negligible, and we obtain: (20) which is now a set of 2N linear equations in the 2N unknowns e kl , 1 ≤ k ≤ N , l = 1, 2. The solution of eq. (20) is:
Using eqs (14), (16) and (21) it is possible to find a coordinate transformation that produces a smooth deformation of the plane, whose gradient is specified on a sufficiently dense set of N points r 1 , . . . , r N .
L I N K B E T W E E N C O O R D I N A T E T R A N S F O R M A T I O N A N D G R A D I E N T fi E L D
Let d 1 , d 2 be the eigenvalues of the gradient matrix ∇D of a coordinate transformation r → r = r + D(r), with eigenvectors d 1 , d 2 . A reasonable criterion for choosing a suitable transformation is that d 1 and d 2 should coincide with the directions of the minimum and the maximum of the absolute value of the directional derivative |u∇t|, and that d 1 , d 2 should be proportional to g 1 = |d 1 ∇t| and g 2 = |d 2 ∇t|, respectively. In this way, the plane is stretched along the direction of maximal absolute gradient to an amount which is proportional to the gradient itself. The proportionality factor depends on the maximum allowed ratio µ of the distance |r A − r B | of any two points A, B in the transformed coordinate system to the distance |r A − r B | of the same points in the untransformed coordinate system. Hence: Fig. 4 . The result of ALSC for this example has been compared with results of various smoothing splines and low-pass filters (Fig. 5) . ALSC performed better than the alternative interpolation methods tested, both in terms of stability with respect to the fitting parameters (e.g. knots and polynomial order in the case of splines), and in the capability of handling highly inhomogeneous fields.
O P T I M A L C H O I C E O F T H E A L S C P A R A M E T E R S
LSC is controlled by two parameters: the signal variance σ 2 and the signal correlation length r 0 , defined with f (r 0 ) = f (0)/2, where f (r) is the covariance function. Both parameters can be determined empirically, being σ 2 the variance of the measurements and r 0 ≥r , wherebyr is the average distance between the measurement points. On the other hand, ALSC is controlled by the five parameters σ t , σ s , r t , r s , and g max . The choice of these parameters is not free: σ t and σ s should correspond to the a posteriori estimates of the trend function variance and the signal variance, r t to the typical autocorrelation length of the trend function, and r s should not be smaller thanr . Therefore, we propose following rule-of-thumb for the choice of the ALSC parameters:
The condition g
t /r ensures that r t is not smaller thanr in the transformed coordinate system. The final choice of r t should correspond to the typical autocorrelation lengthr t of the estimated trend function.
The result of an ALSC interpolation, given byt(r) +ŝ(r), depends weakly on the choice of trend function parameters discussed above, as long as r s r t . The error of the ALSC interpolation is given by the error of the LSC interpolation of the short-range signal. On the other hand, a modified error estimation is required fort(r) and ∇t(r), as discussed in the next section.
T R E N D G R A D I E N T S A N D T R E N D E R R O R E S T I M A T I O N
The gradient calculation and the error estimation with LSC have been discussed in Moritz (1973) . The calculation of a trend gradient with ALSC is very similar, but requires some additional steps due to the coordinate transformation. The same apply to the gradient error estimation. Following Moritz (1973) , the error matrix Ett of an interpolated (trend) fieldt is defined as Ett = E(ε t ε T t ), where ε t =t −t andt is the (unknown) error-free value of t on the (2) of the trend function is calculated as in (a) with the covariance function T (2) (r ) = T (1) (r (1) ), where r (1) is the distance between two points in transformed coordinates. (e)t (2) in original coordinates and (f) the corresponding gradient. The procedure illustrated in (a-f) is repeated in (g-j) to obtain a third estimatet (3) of the trend function that is very close to the Heaviside step function used to generate the synthetic measurements. interpolation points. Thereafter:
where H = Ct t (C tt + C ss + C nn ) −1 , and x is the measurements vector. If t, s and n are independent, E(x x T ) = C tt + C ss + C nn , E(tt T ) ∼ = Ctt , and E(t x T ) ∼ = Ct t and after some algebraic steps:
The gradient ∇t = (∂ x t, ∂ y t) oft is given by the derivatives along x and y, with:
where (x , y ) are the transformed coordinates according to Section 3. In vector form:
The explicit solution is:
The error matrix E tx tx oft x is defined as Et xtx = E(ε tx ε T tx ), where ε tx =t x −t x . In analogy to eq. (24):
With:
and after some algebraic steps:
A similar result is obtained for E ty ty by exchanging x and y in eq. (31).
E X A M P L E S
Two examples of ALSC are discussed in the following. The first example is based on synthetic data and shows how ALSC can handle extremely inhomogeneous fields. In the second example, ALSC is used in a real example to analyse precise levelling measurements over the Alps, where RCM's are complicated by the complex geological structure of the region.
A triple junction
In order to test the capability of ALSC to fit highly inhomogeneous fields, a synthetic data set was generated to simulate horizontal velocity measurements of a triple junction of infinitely rigid plates with the geometry of Fig. 2(a) . Only one component of the velocity vector has been considered, assuming homogeneous measurements values of −1, 0, and 0.5 for the three plates (Fig. 6) . The measurements have been simulated with 1000 points distributed randomly over a square area of 100 × 100. Thus, the mean distance between the measurements isr = 10. Measurement errors have been simulated using a Gaussian random signal with a standard deviation 0.02. Accordingly, the error covariance matrix is given by [C nn ] i j = 0.0004 δ ij . A first estimate of t(r) was calculated using LSC and a covariance function given by T (r ) = exp(−r 2 /r 2 t ), with r t = 12 (Fig. 6b) . The corresponding total gradient (Fig. 6c) has been used to define a coordinate transformation according to Sections 3 and 4 with g max = 3. The new coordinates define a new covariance function, which was in turn used to calculate a second estimate of t(r). These steps have been repeated five times, while r t was progressively increased to a final value of r t = g maxr = 30. The final result is a function that follows closely the original velocity field (Figs 6e and f) and defines sharp shear zones along the plate boundaries. This Table 2 . Levelling lines in northern Italy. First column: measurement locations. Second column: estimated vertical velocities relative to a reference point in Genova (Arca & Beretta 1985) . result cannot be obtained with LSC: if the correlation length is small, the interpolation and its gradient affected by unrealistic oscillation induced by the sharp change of the measurement values at the plate boundaries. On the other hand, large values of the correlation length produce a smeared velocity field. The error standard deviation of the velocity field is 0.1 for the LSC interpolation (Fig. 6b) , and 0.05 for the ALSC interpolation (Fig. 6e) . The ratio of the maximal interpolated gradient within the three plates (expected to be 0), to the gradient at the plate junctions (expected to be ∞), is 0.25 for the LSC interpolation and 0.075 for the ALSC interpolation.
Interpolation of precise levelling measurements with ALSC
In the following, ALSC is applied to a real set of data. The data set of this example is a compilation of precise levelling measurements performed in Switzerland, Austria and Italy. These measurements cover a large portion of the Alps, and are a suitable database for an estimation of the vertical tectonic movements in the region. The main part of this data set, consisting in 1033 data points distributed over Switzerland has been kindly provided by the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (Swisstopo: www.swisstopo.ch). Swisstopo observes and maintains a levelling network with a length of about 3500 km with ≈10 000 control points. This so-called first-and second-order levelling network, initially measured between 1903 and 1945, is divided into 18 loops. From 1943 until the end of the 20th century almost all lines were measured a second time, and some of them even a third time. The average time interval between the observations reaches 50 yr. The differences between the first and the second (third) (Arca & Beretta 1985) . Data for the western part of Austria have been kindly provided by the BEV (Bundesamt für Eichund Vermessungswesen). The data sets of Austria and Italy complete some open levelling loops in the S and E part of Switzerland. Swiss levelling measurements are relative to a reference point in Aarburg, where the vertical velocity has been set arbitrary to zero. The Italian levelling reference point is a mareograph situated at Genova, and the Austrian reference point is located at Horn. Because of the relative velocity of these reference points, there is a systematic offset between the three data sets. Fortunately, some common or very close points near the Swiss border have been measured by two countries. A comparison of these measurements gives the approximate offset between the different data sets ( Table 2 ). The error covariance matrix must account for the error propagation along the levelling The initial trend cov (r ) ≈ 2.2 × 10 −4 r for distances r < 25 km reflects the measurement error propagation along individual the measuring lines. The red line marks the trend for r > 25 km, which characterizes the error propagation across closed measurement loops. The departure from this trend for r > 220 km is due to the presence of open loops in the southern part of Switzerland (Fig. 7) .
lines (Gubler et al. 1984) . For the Swiss levelling, this error propagation is given by δv ≈ 0.015 r 1/2 , where δv in mm a −1 is the error of the relative velocity of two points located at a distance r in km (Fig. 7) . For the Italian levelling, the error propagation of the Notice the uplift rates of ≈1.2 mm a −1 over the Alps. As expected from the error covariance matrix (Fig. 7) , the estimated error increases with increasing distances from the reference point in Aarburg (red star). measurements is given by δz ≈ 1.13 r 1/2 , where δz in mm is the error of the height difference of two points located at a distance r in km (Arca and Beretta 1985) . Since the time interval between the first and the second levelling campaign is ≈50 yr, δv ≈ 0.023 r 1/2 for the Italian levelling lines. The elements of the error covariance matrix between the Swiss and the Italian measurements have been calculated as follows:
where CH j is the jth point of the Swiss data set, I k is the kth point of an Italian levelling line and CHI is the common point between the two data sets (Table 2) . A similar equation has been applied to the Austrian data. The levelling loops have a mean radius of 25 km. For distances >25 km the spatial distribution of measurements coincides with that of an equally large set of randomly distributed points (Fig. 8) , and can be considered homogeneous. Hence,r = 25 km is a reasonable estimate of the mean distance between the measurements. The measurements are expected to contain a contribution from a regional trend that reflects the uplift of the Alps (Gubler et al. 1981; Geiger et al. 1993) , with superimposed local 'anomalies' related to specific geologic structures. In this case, the interpretation of the measurements as the superposition of a generic trend function t(r) with non-isotropic, non-homogeneous covariance function, and a stochastic field s(r) is physically justified. A first estimatet (1) of the trend function was obtained using LSC and the covariance function T
(1) (r ) = σ 2 t exp(−r 2 /r 2 t ), where σ t = 0.482 mm a −1 is the standard deviation of the measurements and r t =r = 25 km is the correlation length. The trend function is dominated by the high uplift rates measured in the Alpine region, along a SWW-NEE oriented band with a lateral extension of ≈60 km.
An ALSC interpolation with 5 iterations has been performed, starting fromt (1) , and choosing r (ii) along the Rhône valley in the SW and (iii) around Thusis in the E (Fig. 9) .
Interestingly, these excursions coincide with some seismic active regions (labelled H3, H2-P1, P2 in Kastrup et al. 2004) .
The advantages of the ALSC interpolation are particularly evident if the absolute gradient field of the vertical velocity is compared with the same result obtained with LSC and r 0 = 30 km (Fig. 10) . Despite the same spatial 'resolution' determined by r s and r 0 , the ALSC interpolated gradient follows more clearly the Alpine arc and is not affected by the numerous 'oscillations' that occur in the LSC interpolation, especially at the boundaries of the data set and along the Alps.
C O N C L U S I O N S
ALSC is an optimized LSC method for the interpolation of nonstochastic fields, such as RCM. ALSC has been tested with synthetic data and with precise levelling measurements over the Alps. The synthetic tests demonstrated the superior ability of ALSC to interpolate extremely inhomogeneous fields, in comparison to LSC and smoothed splines methods. The better performance of ALSC is particularly evident in the calculation of gradient fields. ALSC results are stable against abrupt spatial variations of the interpolated field, and against truncation effects that may occur at the boundary of the region covered by the data. Ringing effects, expressed by the ratio of interpolated gradient amplitudes within zones of constant velocity to the maximum gradient, were reduced by 75 per cent using ALSC instead of LSC.
ALSC was tested on precise levelling measurements in the Alpine region, which represent a real example of highly inhomogenous and anistotropic velocity field. The ALSC interpolation clearly displayed a strong NNW-SSE gradient in the uplift velocity, concentrated in two narrow zones of 20 km thickness N, respectively south of the Alpine Arc. A LSC interpolation of the same data set was either too smooth, or it was dominated by ringing effects, depending on the correlation length chosen.
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